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104 (B) Truly Experiencing God. 
 
Before getting into too many subjects & truths of this book, One God-One Truth-
One life- One love & these letters, I do want to reiterate some very important key 
points on our findings & hope you can take the time to understand, believe & test 
& prove all that we will be sharing here. 
 
Pray for Christ to lead you through this & you may find yourself amazed at the 
possible life changes ahead, as you start truly experiencing God from beginning, to 
beginning. 
 
Remember many will teach, validated or not & many will listen, without validating 
& yet claiming it to be from God, but have you personally truly tested it? as God 
says to test all things, including those which bring unity, possibly through unified 
common false beliefs. i.e. Are you 100% sure that what you have been taught is 
God's unaltered truth & have you proven it, yourself, by God's standards of truth? 
 
Tens of Thousands of hours of study & prayer have gone into proving this book’s 
true purpose, as along with sharing God’s truths, there is also a much deeper 
message, for those who dare to seek it & test it, but before diving in, I will warn 
you; There may be some things here that you don’t agree with & that’s okay, it 
doesn’t make either one of us a bad person just because God has shown us 
different ways to look at the things of God, when compared with the thoughts of 
man; even though the evil dividers in our country are trying to hook everyone into 
believing, that any who think differently are evil. 
 
To receive the goodness from the wisdom in these letters, you are going to need to 
find a maturity & truth that is fading fast in this world, while remembering that we 
are not of this world, we are just passing through, on our way to something greater. 
Maturity here has to do with the development of a discerning adult mindset, that 
knows that people have the right to have their beliefs respected; while being free 
of unsolicited, immature, faulty, hateful, sinful, opinionated, condemnation. In 
other words, you are no better than any other & neither am I, regardless of political 
affiliation, religious affiliation, educational, or socioeconomic status, ethnicity, 
culture, or anything that may make you feel that you are different, than any that 
God created, in His own image, as we are all, who we are becoming, in Christ. 
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As such I can honestly say that I love all people & pray for all people & want all 
people, as my brothers & sisters in Christ; regardless of gender, skin tone, political, 
or religious choices, culture or ethnicity, as we are equal in God’s eyes & should be 
in ours as well, as I am absolutely no better than any person on this planet, but I 
am better off than many due to my relationship with God, which I truly have hopes 
for all to be able to fully experience.                         
 
We need to learn & choose to love, as God commanded; even when the world is 
trying to teach us their false beliefs, their unvalidated truths, their religious 
traditions, or even their ideas to alienate those who don’t bow down to their 
irrational acts, beliefs & opinions, which is as far from maturity & as close to eternal 
loneliness & evil selfishness, as any can get.  
Choose today to step into a new you & to find a new mindset, focused on proving 
& sharing God’s goodness & away from the hatred that the world is trying to infect 
all with & keep following these letters, for the many great life changing truths that 
will be coming & assisting you in positively changing yours & other's lives, through 
God's truths & ideals. 
 


